
Woolrich Special Edition Camper 
Four Wheel Pop-up Campers is proud to announce a next-level collaboration with 
Woolrich, Inc, featuring their Made In USA line of textiles in a limited run, fully-loaded 
camper model 

The Woolrich Edition Camper is available for order in both our "Slide-In" and "Flatbed" 
(UTE) Camper Models. Only 100 units will be produced, and it will only be available in 
our Fleet, Hawk, and Grandby model sizes. If you would like to secure a low serial 
number for your interior number plate we suggest you place your order right away! 
The exterior features die cast and enameled "Woolrich Edition" badge, a smooth, silver 
painted aluminum exterior skin (exclusive to this model), full exterior LED lighting, 
color-matched Fiamma Side Awning, and 160 watt roof top solar panel with controller. 
Flatbed models include a bolt-on back rack complete with two Rotopax fuel cans and a 
set of MaxTrax recovery boards. 
	  

	  
	  
The	  Woolrich	  Edition	  Camper	  interior	  features	  Heathered	  Gray	  21oz	  wool	  
upholstery	  with	  a	  reversible	  Sunbrella	  cloth	  "Summer	  Side"	  for	  warm	  weather	  
comfort.	  The	  cab-‐over	  bed	  features	  an	  "Original	  Buffalo	  Check"	  Woolrich	  wool	  
blanket,	  specially-‐loomed	  for	  the	  camper	  bed	  dimensions,	  with	  Buffalo	  Check	  
bolsters	  and	  throws.	  Each	  camper	  interior	  will	  be	  individually	  badged	  and	  
numbered	  with	  a	  Woolrich	  Edition	  "storyteller"	  number	  plate.	  
	  



	  
All interior wool treatments were woven at the Woolrich Woolen Mill in Pennsylvania. 
Other standard interior features include flush mounted stainless sink and 2 burner stove, 
stainless cabinet hardware, Isotherm Fridge, DSI hot water heater with inside and outside 
shower, and "King Slide-out" cab-over bed. Slide-in campers will be available in the 
Front Dinette configuration only, while Flatbed models will have the standard Rear 
Dinette. 

 
 
Fleet (6ft bed Mid-Size) and Hawk (6.5ft bed Full-Size) Model Woolrich Edition 
Campers start at $36,595 for Slide-in, and $42,995 for the Flatbed Camper. Grandby (8ft 
bed Full-Size) Models start at $37,195 for Slide-in, and $43,995 for the Flatbed Camper. 
Several options, such as portable or fixed toilets, roof rack systems, and the 270 Degree 
Batwing Awning are also available for these campers. 
	  


